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START-UP
PROFILE

We’re on a mission to innovate in sustainable agriculture for

the realization of food security and community welfare.

Inspired by nature methods of preservation, we made it our

mission to build a barrier that could be applied to fruits and

vegetables using edible materials that could slow down the

rate of spoilage to help support SDG's 2 (Zero Hunger), 12

(Responsible Consumption & Production) and 13 (Climate

Action).
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PROBLEM
Most food loss & food waste in the word comes from fruit and

vegetable commodities (40%) - FA0 2015

* In developing countries, such as Indonesia, fruit and vegetables are wasted before reaching

consumers (food loss)
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National Development Planning

Agency (2019) :

More than 63% of the supply total

20 million tons / year

221 trillion / year

The formation of methane and

carbon dioxide which can cause

global warming



SOLUTION
Food Loss 

We make innovation Chitasil 

Edible Coating "nature 

(chitosan) based protection" 

for fruits and vegetables that 

can helps lasts longer

Food Waste 
We conducted a campaign for 

the movement to reduce fruit 

and vegetable food waste and 

started to develop products for 

B2C market

WHY US ?
You can’t see it, taste it, or smell 

it but this shield is powerful

Chitasil adds a layer of tasteless, odorless, 

nature-based protection on the surface of 

fruits and vegetables. This helps keep 

moisture in, oxygen out, and improve 

antibacterial activity which means 

produce lasts longer.
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CIRCULAR ECONOMY 
SOLUTION OUR INNOVATION
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“Indonesia is the largest 
shrimp exporter in the world”

“More than 50% w/w of the frozen shrimp 
processing process produces shrimp shells 

that are not utilized”

Chitosan 
Biomaterial

Shrimp Shell 
By-Product



OUR PRODUCT
How CHITASIL works ?
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SUSTAINABILITY IMPACT (Business Impact 
Brief)



SUSTAINABILITY BUSINESS LIFE CYCLE
Material
,Energy,
Toxicity

(MET) 
Matrix



THE CHALLENGES

1. Educate the customers

2. Government regulations

3. Supporting facilities

4. Technology

5. Better business model



THE POTENTIAL TRENDS

“All by-products, especially 
in the Agricultural 

industry, have great 
potential to be reprocessed 

into biomaterials or high 
value-added products that 
have great potential both 

domestically and exported 
abroad with various 

innovations and 
technologies”



Food Security and 
Community Welfare 

for a Better Place

Bogor City , West Java, Indonesia

PT. BERKAH INOVASI KREATIF INDONESIA
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